lenges of climate change that threatens our very existence. We
have the brightest, most creative technocrats in the world and coupled
with the world’s leading entertainment industry, we can educate and invent our way to the rescue by constructing an iconic headquarters,
where California can improve education and messaging about the
health of the home we all share and must care for!
This may be the Golden State’s destiny—to save the planet we all love
by building this Hollywood Lighthouse at an iconic location not
found anywhere else in the world—all while entertaining us.
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WHERE?
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WHAT?

California has the kind of people best suited to meet the chal-

Credit: Late Afternoon by Rex Brandt (californiawatercolor.com)

WHERE?

(IT SHOULD
BE BUILT)

The structure must be as dramatic as possible

California Creative
Center Mission
Statement -

and be located in such a way as to become an

Combine California’s

icon representing the movement devoted to

technological talents

reversing the environmental damage done

with its creative entertainment industry to

worldwide as a result of the industrial rev-

improve messaging

olution. This demands that everyone in-

and education about

volved in helping this become a reality -

climate change worldwide by building a

must think outside the box!

signature architectural

Although this would be a statewide

icon in Los Angeles

effort, Los Angeles should take up the
challenge and move to make a location
available. This is bound to be controversial,
not just because there are many people who still

that represents the
challenge we face
and serves as a focal
point for the struggle
ahead.

deny the overwhelming evidence of serious climate change,
but because it will be difficult. Many simply resist change.
CALIFORNIACREATIVECENTER
“Start by doing what's necessary; then
do what's possible; and suddenly you
are doing the impossible.”
– Francis of Assisi

All of what you see
or read here is purely
speculative and is
intended to be
representative only.

WHERE?

WE WANT TO BUILD A

HOLLYWOOD

LIGHTHOUSE
IN THE ENTERTAINMENT CAPITAL OF THE WORLD!

Academy
Museum,
Sphere
Universal
Studios

Academy
Museum
Chinese
Theater

Paramount
Studios

Sunset Strip
Hollywood
Bowl
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Hollywood
Blvd.

Sony Pictures,
Culver City
Warner Bros,
Burbank

Hollywood Lighthouse

WHEN?

OUR TARGET
OPENING
FOLLOWS. . .

LOS ANGELES 2028 OLYMPIC GAMES!

Using anthropological, immersive digital presentations
generating a three-dimensional image,
which appears to surround the
user, the story of climate
change will become so

HOW?
(to Improve Education
and Messaging about
Climate Change)
Hollywood will help!

Magical images
tell the story of
environmental
degradation and
how to reverse
the threat.

compelling as to convince
the hardiest of holdouts
that we are, indeed,
playing a grand game of
‘chicken’ we are surely
destined to lose, unless radical
changes are made in how we
operate as a civilization!
“Nothing is particularly hard if
you divide it into small jobs.”
- Henry Ford
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Hollywood and
Silicon Valley
team up to save
the planet!

(will build it)

Dream! Organize! Activate! Realize!

We are a small group of concerned

As the old saying - all journeys begin Once we have set up a small, but ef- To realize the actual construction

ORGANIZE!

DREAM!

O
A
D
WHO?

ACTION!

Led by People Who Know How to Dream Big!
with the first step - makes clear, we

ficient, group to lead the charge, we’ll and operation of such an ambitious

must get started. This is that step.

tackle fund raising, publicity strategy,

undertaking will require a great deal

We ask others to join in for what can goals on a time line, etc, and outline

of involvement from dedicated envi-

be a very interesting, challenging, but other needs.

ronmentally conscious individuals

Californians who believe our uniquely

rewarding journey. We hope to

beautiful and exceptionally produc-

change the world, but need a lot of

current pandemic. In fact, many

tive state, which has cultivated so

help to do it.

people will find a challenge like this is inate in any way at all. We, and our

many forward thinking people, can

To begin, we’ll need PR people,

All of this can take place during the from many walks of life, but why not?

just what they need to activate their

Climate change does not discrim-

descendants, will all suffer the same

lead a creative force armed with

writers, designers, historians, law-

minds, by spending time contributing fate, if we do not meet this challenge!

imagination to dream and produce

yers, political pros, fund raisers, re-

ideas and strategies to how this can

solutions that will revolutionize how

searchers, business pros from

be made real.

we humans interact with our sur-

entertainment and tech... and in par-

roundings.

ticular, one special spokesperson

mix, but want as many more as is

We believe an actual structure is

able to be the face of the movement

possible. So that the final plan to be

needed that will be accepted as the

at this early stage. We have a loose

made public is well considered and

central ‘United Nations’ for mes-

group of directors in the non-profit,

vetted by serious thinkers, skilled in

saging and education about the envi-

but we want to organize a proper

the various disciplines needed to de-

ronmental warfront. This concept

decision-making board.

fend a proposal in what promises to

morphed with the desire for a truly

“Nothing in life that’s worth
anything is easy.”
-Barack Obama

be a monumental struggle.

magnificent Los Angeles icon and the
CaliforniaCreativeCenter was born!

We have many ideas already in the

“We need to get angry and understand what is at stake. And then

we need to transform that anger

into action and to stand together
united and just never give up.”
-Greta Thunberg

We will be reaching out for support from
the known major environmental players
in Hollywood and Silicon Valley.
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Forward Thinking Technologists to Educate!

We hope to
entice many
of these very
environmentally
concerned
innovators to
help drive this
important message home.
They have
changed our
world once, why
not again?

California’s top
Hollywood
entertainment
industry
geniuses will
also help.
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Hollywood Powerhouses to Entertain!

If our modern
entertainment
industry can so
change the
delivery of its
product in the
21st century,
then it has the
ideal people
to radically
improve the
education and
messaging
related to
climate change.

This unmatched
partnership can
literally change
the history of

CALIFORNIACREATIVECENTER our planet.

